Comparison of occupational burnout scores among medical residents and their correlation with dimensions of TCI questionnaire
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Abstract

Background: The present study was conducted to compare occupational burnout scores and determine their correlation with different dimensions of Temperament and Character Inventory (TCI) questionnaire among psychiatry, internal medicine, and surgery residents during the academic year 2013-14.

Methods: In this cross sectional analytical study, 201 residents were recruited. Colinger's 125-item TCI and Maslach's Burnout Inventory were completed by residents. The mean severity of burnout and the mean scores in the subgroups of temperament and character were compared between the 3 groups of residents, and the correlations were calculated. Data were analyzed using SPSS software version 16. Also, A 2-sided p value of less than 0.05 was considered significant.

Results: A significant positive correlation was found between severity of burnout and harm avoidance in internal medicine residents ($r=0.7$, $p<0.001$). Also, a significant correlation was found between severity of burnout and self-directedness in surgery residents ($r=0.5$, $p=0.003$), self-transcendence in internal medicine residents ($r=0.04$, $p=0.009$), and persistence in internal medicine ($r=0.17$, $p=0.003$) and surgery residents ($r=0.10$, $p=0.004$). A significant correlation was found between frequency of burnout and harm avoidance in internal medicine residents ($r=0.6$, $p=0.001$), self-directedness in surgery residents ($r=0.9$, $p=0.001$), persistence in surgery ($r=0.14$, $p=0.001$) and psychiatry residents ($r=0.19$, $p<0.001$), and finally self-transcendence in internal medicine residents ($r=0.6$, $p<0.001$).

Conclusion: Dimensions of character were different among surgery, internal medicine, and psychiatry residents. Likewise, the severity of burnout was different among them according to personality traits. Occupational burnout appears to be less if personality traits match the chosen specialty.
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Introduction

According to the World Health Organization (WHO), occupational burnout is a syndrome (group
Occupational burnout and personality of symptoms) linked to long-term, unresolved, and work-related stress. On the one hand, this syndrome affects the mental health and well-being of the staff and, on the other, leads to some complications such as medical errors; also as the rate increases, so does the burnout (1, 2). Some studies inform about a direct relationship between burnout and patients’ mortality (3, 4). In one study, 90% of the physicians had moderate to severe occupational burnout (5). Burnout is also prevalent in a significant percentage of residents of various medical disciplines (6). Among the various specialties, factors such as having more work pressure and being more exposed to the unwell and the elderly, chronic and incurable patients, and a state of urgency in their careers (7), feeling low trust from patients, long and continuous working hours, and higher psychological job demands (8), large numbers of patients, crowded emergency rooms, and individual parameters (coping mechanisms, social development, and work environment) (9) have a determining role in occupational burnout.

Since occupational burnout is related to occupational and demographic variables and varies across different personality groups, it can be concluded that certain personality traits, such as neuroticism, extroversion, flexibility, agreeableness, and conscientiousness, predict the rise or fall in the likelihood of occupational burnout. For instance, idealism, low resilience, poor self-esteem, external locus of control, and avoidance coping styles are associated with greater likelihood of burnout (10, 11). On the other hand, in an equal setting, people with certain personality traits, such as extroversion, flexibility, adaptation, and conscientiousness, have better work efficiency and greater job satisfaction compared to others (12). This also applies to progress in an academic discipline, meaning that in addition to intelligence and memory, personality traits are also among factors affecting learning (13). Circumstantial factors can both affect personality of an individual and reveal some of their attributes. In other words, certain personality traits may only be exhibited in particular circumstances (14). According to the personality theory of career choices, people choose a career according to their personality traits. People that choose the same jobs have similar personalities. John L. Halland believes that job satisfaction is the compatibility of personality type with the working environment and that job satisfaction increases with increasing compatibility between them (15). Adaptation and harmony between personality and environment types leads to greater compatibility with the occupation, which in turn leads to occupational and personal satisfaction (15).

Job satisfaction is a highly important factor in career success and leads to enhanced efficiency and personal satisfaction. Job satisfaction refers to a kind of positive feeling toward working and results from several factors, such as workplace, organizational system, relationships, ruling workplace, cultural factors, and most importantly, nature of the job itself (15). Several studies have shown that in the same workplace with similar conditions, job satisfaction and efficiency are higher and burnout is lower in some people with certain attributes. However, these features vary in different occupations (16). Positive relationships were observed between certain personality traits and increased occupational burnout among nurses as a member of the medical team. It can, therefore, be concluded that inherent attributes of individuals make them suitable for certain jobs (12). Few studies have been conducted in this field, especially in Iran, and the present study results can be used to introduce measures toward increased job satisfaction, reduced burnout, and greater compatibility between personal characteristics and the chosen specialty by physicians. Therefore, this study aimed to compare burnout scores and assess the correlation between these scores and scores of 7 dimensions of Temperament and Character Inventory (TCI) among psychiatry, internal medicine, and surgery residents.

Methods
This cross sectional analytical study was designed using nonrandom convenient sampling method. The study population comprised 201 first, second, third, and fourth year psychiatry, internal medicine, and surgery residents from hospitals affiliated to Iran University of Medical Sciences during 2013-14 academic year. After obtaining the questionnaires from the Mental Health Research Center and School of Behavioral and Mental Health Sciences and after coordination with the chief of internal medicine, surgery, and psychiatry departments, questionnaires were made available to residents in related disciplines in all 4 academic levels in the morning report meeting. The questionnaires were collected after completion during the same session. If residents did not have enough time, questionnaires were collected during the morning report on the following day. Questionnaires included a demographic questionnaire, Colinger’s 125-item TCI and Maslach’s Burnout Inventory (MBI), which contains 22 items and measures severity of occupational burnout in 3 dimensions of depersonalization (DP), emotional exhaustion (EE), and diminished sense of personal accomplishment (PA). MBI items are scored based on a 7-point Likert scale. The period of 3 months was considered for data collection. Cronbach’s alpha for EE, DP, and PA subscales was found to be 0.89, 0.80, and 0.76, respectively. In the present study, all principles of Helsinki Declaration (ethical principles in medical research on humans) and ethical principles approved by the Ministry of Health were adhered to in all stages. Name and data obtained from residents remained confidential. No expenses were imposed on residents. Data were analyzed using SPSS software version 16. Also, one-sample KS was used to test the normality of distribution. Quantitative variables with normal distribution were reported using mean and standard deviation and qualitative variables were reported using frequency and percentage. Student t test was used to compare the mean values of quantitative variables with normal distribution and chi-squared test was utilized to compare qualitative variables. Also, Pearson correlation coefficient (r) was used to measure the strength of linear relationship between the 2 variables. The frequency and severity of occupational burnout in residents of different disciplines were compared, and the correlation between scores of
burnout and scores of dimensions of TCI was determined. One-way ANOVA test results showed no significant difference among residents in the mean scores of burnout. Furthermore, the distribution of different personality types among residents of various disciplines was reported elsewhere (17). A 2-sided p value of less than 0.05 was considered significant.

1- Cloninger’s TCI: TCI (Temperament and Character Inventory) is a set of tests for evaluating personality traits devised by Cloninger et al and consists of 7 basic personality dimensions of temperament and character: novelty seeking (NS), harm avoidance (HA), reward dependence (RD), persistence (PS), self-directedness (SD), cooperativeness (CO), and self-transcendence (ST). The 125-item self-report questionnaire of the TCI Cloning questioner has been validated and verified in 2005 by Kaviani and Purnaseh for Iranian population. The alpha coefficient for the reliability of the test retest in different subgroups of the questionnaire was between 0.73 and 0.90 (p<0.001). The internal consistency between the scales of the questionnaire was between 0.55 and 0.84, and the coefficients of the validity of the scale of the questionnaire was between 0.66 to 0.90 (p<0.001). (18, 19)

2- MBI (GS): The Mazlach Burnout questionnaire (MBI) is a 22-item survey that covers 3 areas pertaining to occupational burnout, including emotional exhaustion, depersonalization, and diminished sense of personal accomplishment. The scoring of the items in this questionnaire is based on a 7-point Likert scale. Cronbach’s alpha for EE, DP, and PA subscales is 0.89, 0.80, and 0.76, respectively (20). In Sepehri Shamlo et al study on an Iranian population, internal consistency, evaluated by coefficient Cronbach’s Alpha, was 0.87 and the total correlation was measured to be 0.79 and 0.85, which is considered as a high reliability (21). Measuring test-retest reliability showed an interclass correlation coefficient of 0.87, which is a good test-retest reliability (r=0.87, p<0.01). Then, the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) and Bartlett’s test were used to ensure the appropriateness of data to be used in this method. KMO test value was 0.865 (KMO<0.05) and the Bartlett’s test value was equal to 2393.89 (p=0.01), indicating suitability of data for factor analysis. The construct validity of the scale based on Kaiser Criteria (eigenvalues greater than 1) showed 3 factors with eigenvalues greater than 1(1 and 5 items: α=0.72; 2, 4 items: α=0.78; 3, 6 items: α=0.69). However, 3-factor specification was the best. In confirmatory factor analysis, the original 3-factor model of MBI-GS was adequate (X²/df = 582.9/74; goodness-of-fit index = 0.86; root mean square error of approximation = 0.05; and comparative fit index = 0.89) (21, 22).

Results
In this study, 49.8% of the respondents were female (n=100) and 50.2% were male (n=101). Also, 35.8% (n=72) were internal medicine residents, 35.3% (n=71) surgery residents, and 28.9% (n=58) psychiatry residents. Moreover, 45.8% (n=92) of the participants were single and 54.2% (n=109) were married. No significant relationship was observed between gender and academic discipline. Severity and frequency of burnout were different in residents of different disciplines. According to Maslach questionnaire, the mean score of occupational burnout was 2.22±0.51 in internal medicine residents, 2.17±0.52 in surgery residents, and 2.14±0.58 in psychiatry residents. No significant difference was observed among different residents in frequency of burnout. Figures 1 to 3 show the frequency of burnout in internal medicine, surgery, and psychiatry residents. One-way ANOVA test results showed no significant difference among residents in the mean scores of burnout (p=0.664).
The mean severity of burnout was 2.39±0.56 in internal medicine residents, 2.4±0.49 in surgery residents, and 2.48±0.63 in psychiatry residents, with zero indicating none of the emotions mentioned in the questionnaire, 4 moderate severity, and 7 extremely severe feelings. One-way ANOVA test results revealed no significant difference among residents in severity of burnout (p=0.631). The mean scores of internal medicine, surgery, and psychiatry residents in various subgroups of temperament and character scales of Colinger’s TCI are presented in Table 1.

Pearson’s correlation coefficient test results showed a significant positive correlation between severity of occupational burnout and harm avoidance in internal medicine residents (r=0.7, p<0.001), a significant correlation between severity of burnout and self-directedness in surgery residents (r=0.5, p=0.003), a significant correlation between severity of burnout and persistence in internal medicine (r=0.17, p=0.003) and surgery residents (r=0.10, p=0.004), and a significant correlation between severity of burnout and self-transcendence in internal medicine residents (r=0.04, p=0.009).

Other dimensions of personality had no significant correlation with severity of burnout in residents (p>0.05).

Pearson’s correlation test results showed a significant correlation between frequency of burnout and harm avoidance in internal medicine residents (r=0.6, p<0.001), a significant correlation between frequency of burnout and self-directedness in surgery residents (r=0.9, p<0.001), a significant correlation between frequency of burnout and persistence in surgery (r=0.14, p=0.001) and psychiatry (r=0.19, p<0.001) residents, and a significant correlation between frequency of burnout and self-transcendence in internal medicine residents (r=0.6, p<0.001).

Discussion

This study investigated the relationship between personality traits and occupational burnout. Similar to those reported by Mirzabeig et al in Rafsanjan hospital, gender did not have a significant association with occupational burnout (5).

In a study by Martini et al, mean burnout was reported 63% in internal medicine residents and 40% in psychiatry and surgery residents. Although in the present study, the frequency of burnout was higher in internal medicine residents, the severity of burnout was higher in psychiatry residents (23). Internal medicine residents work greater number of shifts and longer hours in a stressful environment and have little control over the environment and work schedule. Most of the time, they provide care for patients in critical conditions in hospitals. Despite several diagnostic tests and various medical techniques, care is more extensive and residents may still lack perfect patient care ability, and this causes occupational stress and affects their quality of life. In a study conducted by Olkinuora et al (24) and Graham et al (25), risk and burnout factors were higher among surgeons compared to other specialists. According to Olkinuora theory, those specialists who deal with incurable, chronic, and dying patients are at greater risk of burnout than those who deal with patients with good prognosis. Another main factor affecting occupational burnout is considered psychological pressure caused by huge workload and long working hours. A significant positive correlation was found between the severity and frequency of burnout and harm avoidance in internal medicine residents. Melchers also reported a medium to large positive correlation between harm avoidance and burnout (26). Patients treated by internal medicine residents usually have more complex conditions and require selection of a test out of several diagnostic tests and treatment method out of many available methods. Internal medicine residents with greater harm avoidance experience higher levels of stress in such conditions. A significant correlation was also found between the severity and frequency of burnout and self-directedness in surgery residents, which is contrary to expectations. People with high self-directedness and ability to regulate and adjust behavior according to various situations are expected to have better management skills in difficult circumstances and lower severity of burnout. Further studies are recommended to find the reasons for this issue. As seen in Melchers’ article, self-directedness and cooperativeness were negatively related to burnout (26). In Lee’s study, lower scores of cooperativeness and self-directedness and higher scores of novelty-seeking and harm avoidance were correlated with greater academic burnout of medical students regardless of sex and age (27), which is different from the cases of self-directedness and novelty-seeking in the present study.

Significant correlations were observed between the severity of burnout and persistence in internal medicine residents and between the severity and frequency of burnout and persistence in surgery residents. Internal medicine and surgery residents with higher persistence are at greater risk for severity of burnout, but there is no such a correlation in psychiatry residents. A significant correlation was found between the severity and frequency of burnout and self-transcendence in internal medicine residents. However, in Mechler’s study, persistence and self-transcendence revealed very small correlations to burnout (26). The reason for this difference may be the difference in the popu-
lation studied in the Mechler’s study, consisting German employees from a wide range of professions and psychiatry patients.

**Problems and limitations**
- Although the residents were not interested in participating in the study, after explaining the purpose of the study and its importance, they agreed to participate.
- Flawed completion of the questionnaire: The estimation for gathering correct and complete questionnaires was about 80%, which was considered to be likely in this sample size. On the other hand, some incomplete questionnaires also extracted some personality traits. A questionnaire filled with all its options in one form (for example, all responses in option A) or questionnaires that were associated with a specific pattern of response were deleted.

Dimensions of personality were different in surgery, internal medicine, and psychiatry residents, and the severity of burnout was also varied in residents of different disciplines according to their personality attributes. Thus, physicians do not choose their specialty disciplines merely based on personality attributes, and many other factors affect their choice, such as prospect of a job, preferred quality of life, social standing of the discipline, and compatibility of discipline with culture, society, and sometimes gender. However, higher compatibility between personality attributes and the chosen specialty discipline will increase the efficiency and job satisfaction and will reduce the possibility of occupational burnout.
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